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Abstract— Vehicular ad hoc networks based on IEEE 802.11
OCB are expected to suffer from channel congestion, which will
be critical for safety applications when the channel becomes
saturated. Therefore decentralized congestion control (DCC) is
needed that keeps the channel load under a pre-defined threshold.
In the European system for vehicular communication, a DCCgatekeeper has been inserted into the protocol stack that throttles
the data traffic generated or forwarded by the vehicle. This
DCC-gatekeeper affects the functionality of the contention-based
forwarding (CBF) and degrades its performance. In this paper
we evaluate the performance of CBF for several protocol variants
– DCF, EDCA and DCC-gatekeeper – under congestion-free and
saturated channel conditions. The results show that the standard
DCC-gatekeeper hampers the functionality of CBF even for small
node densities. We enhance the DCC-gatekeeper-based approach
to overcome this issue and evaluate the protocol variants in terms
of reliability, latency and channel load in a freeway scenario with
realistic trace-based mobility.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Inter-vehicle communication extends the range of perception of the drivers and vehicle on-board sensors, such as
radar or camera. The data exchange among vehicles and
with roadside stations is expected to significantly enhance
road safety, traffic efficiency and driving comfort. A proposed
system for vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is based on
Wi-Fi and operates in the 5.9 GHz frequency range dedicated
for road safety and traffic efficiency. ETSI, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute, has defined a release
1 of standards that covers the access technology ITS-G51 , ad
hoc networking using geographical information with multihop forwarding algorithms, and message types at the facilities
layer, such as the Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM)
and the Decentralized Environmental Notification Message
(DENM) [1].
It is well known that in IEEE 802.11 OCB-based VANETs,
the potentially large number of vehicles, the high data load
generated by applications and multi-hop forwarding can result
in data congestion in the bandwidth-limited wireless channels.
The inherent characteristics of IEEE 802.11 OCB imply that
the load on the wireless channel need to be kept low –
practically below a pre-defined threshold – in order to mitigate
packet collisions in the wireless channel and a potentially
unlimited medium access delay.
For this reason decentralized congestion control (DCC) is
introduced and various proposals for DCC have been made. For
instance, DCC algorithms can control the transmission interval
1 IEEE 802.11 OCB = Outside of the context of the Basic Service Set,
formerly known as IEEE 802.11p.

of messages at the facility layer [2], [3] in order to reduce
the number of generated messages at high channel load. Other
algorithms control the transmit power to adapt the transmission
range and therefore the number of reachable nodes [3], [4].
Further options include the increase of the data rate if the
channel has an appropriate quality or the transmitter can vary
the carrier sense threshold [5]. A survey of DCC methods can
be found in [6]. The DCC framework standardized by ETSI
has been analyzed in [7].
Recently, a DCC-gatekeeper has been proposed for the
DCC solution standardized by ETSI TS 103 175 V1.1.1.2 In
the protocol stack it is inserted between the NET and MAC
layer. The DCC-gatekeeper reduces the generated data traffic
and enforces that a vehicle adheres to data traffic limits
(see ETSI TR 101 612 V1.1.1 for an architecture description).
Furthermore, an additional delay depending on the channel
load is included. The main advantage of the DCC-gatekeeper
compared to other solutions is the fact that all data traffic in a
node is controlled by a single entity, including the data packets
that are forwarded. DCC algorithms that control the message
rate at the facility layer cannot cope with forwarded packets.
In general, for DCC-gatekeeper flow control two approaches exist: reactive and adaptive. In the reactive approach
a state machine compares the channel load with a predefined
look-up table and sets the values, such as packet rate or transmit power, accordingly. Early studies indicate that with this
scheme the system tends to oscillate among states [8]. It has
been shown that the adaptive approach, such as LIMERIC [2],
outperforms the reactive approach [8] and exhibits a stable
state behavior. Therefore, in this study we use LIMERIC for
the packet rate computation of the DCC-gatekeeper.
Contention-based forwarding (CBF) is one of the standardized multi-hop forwarding algorithms in the ETSI protocol
stack. It is a receiver based forwarding algorithm, which works
with timers and overhearing. DCC-gatekeeper adds additional
queuing delay to the overall link layer delay seen by CBF,
which destroys its overhearing functionality and causes a
complete malfunctioning of CBF. To overcome this problem
the DCC-gatekeeper has to be enhanced in order to maintain
the overhearing.
So far existing studies on DCC only consider CAMs
and single-hop packets [2] [3] [4] [5]; they do not address
multi-hop forwarding and its related issues. Instead, our paper
focuses on the networking aspects for multi-hop communication and the influence of DCC on the forwarding algorithm
CBF as a state-of-the-art and standardized solution. The main
2 ETSI

standards are available at http://www.etsi.org/standards.

BASE A LGORITHMS FOR CBF, MAC AND DCC

This section introduces the relevant components for
medium access and decentralized congestion control.
Contention-based Forwarding (CBF) is a forwarding
algorithm for multi-hop distribution of packets in ad hoc
networks [9]. With CBF, a node always broadcasts a data
packet to all neighbors and these neighbors compete to become
the forwarder of the packet. When the optimal forwarder is
found, the others refrain from forwarding. Opposed to conventional forwarding algorithms, where the sender of a packet
determines the forwarder, CBF is a receiver-based scheme.
In a previous study we found that CBF among several other
standardized algorithms for VANETS3 is the best algorithm
with high reliability, robustness and latency [10].
The sole requirement of CBF is the fact that the nodes
need to know their ego-geographical position and the position
of the sender; the first can be acquired by GNSS, the latter
is carried in the packet header. Upon reception of a packet, a
node buffers it and starts a timer. The timer duration depends
on the own geographic position and the sender position where
the packet with the largest progress towards the destination
(unicast) or distance to the sender (broadcast) has the shortest
timer. The maximum timer length is 100 ms. When the timer
expires the packet is taken from the buffer, passed to the
MAC, and re-broadcasted when the channel access is granted.
This transmission is overheard by the neighbor nodes. If
they receive the packet a second time, they stop their timers
and remove it from their buffer. In order to recognize if
a duplicate of a packet arrives, nodes maintains a packet
duplication list that logs the identifier (ID) of the received
packet (combination of source node identifier and sequence
number). A flow diagram of CBF is provided in Fig. 2.
The CBF algorithm works as long as the duration of time
between passing the packet to the MAC and reception of the
packet at other nodes (link-layer delay) is small, at least one
dimension smaller than the CBF timer duration. When the linklayer delay gets larger, typically because of the unrestricted
medium access delay of CSMA/CA, the queuing time of a
packet in the MAC queue can exceed the maximum CBF
timeout. In this case, overhearing fails [10] and the efficient
forwarding turns into an inefficient flooding of the network
(sometimes also referred to as broadcast storm).
3 ETSI
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II provides the technical background for MAC, DCC
and forwarding algorithms, followed by the description of our
proposed scheme in Sec. III. Sec. IV defines the evaluation
scenario and metrics, Sec. V presents the performance results
and Sec. VI draws conclusion.

FAC

contributions of the paper are: first, we take the IEEE 802.11
standard MAC schemes DCF and EDCA as reference cases and
study the performance of CBF when the default DCC (DCC
Plain) is present. Second, we provide a solution for DCC,
named DCC Advanced, to overcome the problem of the CBF’s
overhearing functionality at high link-layer delays. Third, we
evaluate and compare the four protocol variants (DCF, EDCA,
DCC Plain, DCC Advanced) with respect to reliability, latency,
channel load, and CBF functionality.

PHY

Fig. 1.
Protocol stack for ITS-G5 based communication illustrating the
interaction among the different protocol layers: the DCC-gatekeeper between
the NET and MAC layer reduces the packet rate. The difference between DCC
Plain and DCC Advanced lies in the exchange of information about duplicate
packets among the layers. CBR indicates the channel busy ratio, provided by
the PHY to the DCC Flow Control.
PARAMETERS FOR ITS-G5 FOR CW AND AIFS5 . AC VO
HAS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY.
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Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is the basic MAC
scheme of IEEE 802.11 and based on carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) [11]. CSMA/CA
handles a single packet at a time, i.e. uses a single queue in
which all packets are queued and a FIFO4 queuing strategy. If
the packet queue is full, newly arriving packets are discarded.
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) extends
DCF and introduces several access classes (AC) to differentiate
the channel access to different priorities. The differentiation is
realized by several independent MAC entities per node with
different configurations for inter-frame spaces (AIFS) and contention windows (CW) (see Tab. I) [12]. CAMs and DENMs
are buffered in the AC BE and AC VI queue, respectively.
DCC Plain is the DCC mechanism with the DCC-gatekeeper
functionality, where the LIMERIC algorithm is used to determine the DCC-gatekeeper’s packet rate. The DCC-gatekeeper
is explained next. We regard this as a reference case for
comparison.
DCC-Gatekeeper is a component of decentralized congestion
control (DCC). DCC aims at keeping the channel load below
a predefined threshold in order to prioritize the data traffic
and ensures that high priority safety messages are transmitted.
4 FIFO
5 ETSI

– First In First Out.
EN 302 663 V1.2.0, ETSI TS 102 636-4-2 V1.1.1

For this reason the DCC-gatekeeper is introduced, located
below the network layer and above the EDCA-based MAC
(see Fig. 1).6 The DCC-gatekeeper prioritizes the messages
according to their traffic class and controls the transmission
intervals. It consists of three main components, which will be
explained next.
DCC Prioritization differentiates the packets coming from
the upper layer according to their traffic class and assigns
them to the corresponding queue, e.g. CAMs and DENMs are
buffered in the AC BE and AC VI queues, respectively. The
traffic classes are mapped to the access classes from the EDCA
queues with four priorities.
DCC Queues are on top of the EDCA queues with the
same priorities. In contrast to EDCA the DCC flow control
is in charge of the de-queuing process and the queues are
dependent, which means that the queue with the highest
priority is dequeued first.
DCC Flow Control de-queues packets from the DCC
queues and passes them to the corresponding EDCA queue (see
Fig. 1), whereby we assume a one-to-one mapping between
DCC and EDCA queues. The dependency and prioritization
among the DCC queues can lead to the effect that packets
‘starve’ in lower priority queues when the channel is saturated
and only higher prioritized packets are sent. DCC flow control
inserts a delay Toff while the DCC-gatekeeper is closed and
subsequent packets are buffered in the DCC queues. When
Toff expires the next packet is passed to the EDCA queues.
The intention is to keep the channel load below a threshold.
With growing channel load Toff is increased and fewer packets
are transmitted, which leads to a decreasing channel load.
LIMERIC For the computation of the delay Toff we choose the
rate control algorithm LIMERIC [2] and modify the algorithm
in order to use the channel busy ratio CBR, provided by
the PHY (see Fig. 1), as adjustment value. The algorithm
determines node i’s next packet rate ri (tk+1 ), which is the
inverse of Toff (see Eq. (1), (2)). It works recursively, calculates
the tracking error between the actual CBR and the CBR
threshold CBRth and takes this deviation into account for the
computation of the next message rate. The rate converges to
the value where CBR meets CBRth .
ri (tk+1 ) = (1 − α)ri (tk ) +

Toff,i =

β
(CBRth − CBR i (tk )) , (1)
Ton
1
.
ri (tk+1 )

(2)

In Eq. (1), ri (tk ) is node i’s current packet rate. CBR i (tk )
indicates ith current channel busy ratio. α and β are constants
that control the exponential forgetting and scaling, respectively.
Ton is the packet air time. In Eq. (2), Toff,i is the delay until
DCC flow control of node i fetches one packet from the
DCC queue. The parameter values are listed in Tab. II. Toff
is restricted to values between 10 and 1,000 ms, which avoids
that the interval decreases to 0 with lightly loaded channels
and grows to infinity in saturated channels. For details on
LIMERIC, e.g. convergence behavior and stability criterion,
we refer to [2].
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Fig. 2. CBF and DCC-gatekeeper flow diagram. The diagram shows the flow
of a packet through the network layer and the DCC-gatekeeper extension.

III.

DCC A DVANCED

DCC Advanced extends DCC Plain by enabling the DCC
flow control to access the packet duplication list of CBF
(see the dashed lines in Figs. 1 and 2). When the DCC
flow control component de-queues a packet, it acquires the
information about the existence of a duplicate packet from the
packet duplication list. If the packet is indeed a duplicate, the
DCC flow control denies further processing of the packet and
thereby avoids erroneously forwarding (see the dashed box in
Fig. 2).
The DCC-gatekeeper stores packets in the DCC queues
until the DCC flow control processes them for transmission.
The interval at which packets are fetched from the DCC queues
is Toff and computed by the LIMERIC algorithm. The delay
caused by the DCC queues enlarges the medium access time
by a magnitude of 100 compared to the CSMA/CA access
time. This long delay disables the overhearing functionality of
CBF: when a packet is waiting in the DCC-queues, the CBF
timers in neighboring nodes may expire and their packets are
passed to the DCC-gatekeeper. Since in DCC Plain there is no
possibility to prevent packets from being sent once they are
forwarded by CBF, the DCC-gatekeeper passes all packets to
the EDCA queues. As a result, the overhearing in CBF fails
and packets are unnecessarily forwarded. In order to solve this
problem we try to utilize the the information whether a packet
copy arrives at a node while the packet is already stored in the
DCC-queues.
For CBF a packet duplication list is already available. This
list is used to log all arriving packets by means of the packet’s
source ID and sequence number, and prevents packets from
being sent if a packet copy during the CBF timeout period
arrives. In DCC Advanced, the DCC flow control has access
to the packet duplication list and if a packet is received twice,
both packets are discarded (see dashed box in Fig. 2); in this
way the overhearing functionality of CBF is restored.
6 ETSI
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The advantage of our proposal is the fact that the CBF
functionality in the presence of high link-layer delay is restored, such that CBF is able to control the number of packet
re-transmissions. Hence, in scenarios with many nodes and
high data load, we get a smaller number of sent packets and
the lower CBR results eventually in a higher reliability. Alternative approaches may try to modify the CBF algorithm to
cope with large link-layer delays, such as enhancing the CBF
timeout by the queuing time in the DCC queues. However, we
argue that such modifications would increase the complexity
of the CBF algorithm. Our approach does not modify the
CBF, but comes at the costs of a more challenging crosslayer interaction: The DCC flow control needs to request the
information whether a duplicate packet exists and to wait for
the reply.
IV.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Values

Vehicle density
PHY and MAC protocols
Data rate
Tx Power & antenna gain
Channel bandwidth
Path loss model
Fading model
Energy detection threshold
Carrier sense threshold
Max - queue size | - queuing time
Simulation duration
CAM interval | size
DENM interval | size
Total number of sent DENMs
Geo-area
LIMERIC: α | β | Ton
CBR threshold – CBRth
Toff,min | Toff,max

5-60 veh/km/lane (18.3 km, 3+3 lanes)
ITS-G5 (IEEE 802.11p)
6 Mbit/s
20 dBm + 9.1 dB
10 MHz at 5.9 GHz
ThreeLogDistance: channel exp. 1.9 - 3.8
Nakagami - shape factor 1
-95 dBm
-99 dBm
400 packets | 10 s
100 s
0.5 s | 512 bytes
1 s | 512 bytes
45,000 (500 vehicles, every sec. for 90 s)
1,500×100 m behind the vehicle
0.001 | 1/2000 | 872 µs
0.65
10 ms | 1000 ms

E VALUATION S CENARIO AND M ETRICS

For the performance evaluation, we consider a typical
freeway scenario with three lanes per direction and a speed
limit of 120 km/h, i.e. the maximum permitted velocity that
vehicles are allowed to travel. The vehicles are uniformly
distributed and the density of nodes varies between 5 to
60 nodes/km/lane, covering a range from free flow to traffic
jam. Reasoning for selection of the vehicle densities can be
found in [10]. To avoid edge effects at the end of a freeway,
the simulated freeway forms a large circle with a diameter of
6 km. We further assume that all vehicles are equipped with the
communication technology. The simulated nodes implement
the ITS-G5 PHY and MAC, GeoNetworking with CBF, DCC
with the DCC-gatekeeper, and the facility layer protocols
CAM and DENM, all following the respective ETSI standards
EN+302 663 V1.2.0, EN 302 636-4-1 V1.2.1, TS 102 636-4-2
V1.1.1, TS 103 175 V1.1.1 and EN 302 637-3 V1.2.2.
The simulation is executed in three steps: in the first 5 s of
the simulation only CAMs are generated. After five seconds,
500 nodes start transmitting DENMs with an interval of 1 s
for 90 s, which corresponds to a total number of 45,000 sent
messages. The overall simulation runs for 100 s. The nodes
stop generating new DENMs 5 s before the end of the simulation to allow the remaining DENMs to reach their destination.
Therefore, the simulation has transient phases at the beginning
and the end of a simulation run. A simulation is executed for
the four protocol options, i.e. DCF, EDCA, DCC Plain and
DCC Advanced. CBR th is set to 0.65, which is proposed in
ETSI TR 101 612 V1.1.1. All queues in the simulated setup
have a maximum queue size of 400 packets and a maximum
queuing time of 10 s each.
The simulation was performed with the network simulator
ns-37 , version 3.23. We have extended the basic simulator by
protocols for GeoNetworking, CAM, DENM, and the DCCgatekeeper. The mobility of the vehicles were controlled by
traces that were generated with the road traffic simulator
SUMO8 . The simulation is performed with up to 6,500 nodes
where, because of the very high number of nodes in the
simulation setting, the change of the seed did not alter the
results. Therefore only a single seed was taken. A summary
of all simulation parameters can be found in Tab. II.
7 http://www.nsnam.org
8 SUMO

TABLE II.

– Simulation of Urban MObility.

We define the following evaluation metrics to compare
and evaluate the algorithms in terms of reliability, latency and
channel load aspects.
Inverse Node Coverage Ratio (Inverse NCR): Many
safety and traffic efficiency applications, such as traffic jam
ahead warning or emergency electronic brake light, need to
disseminate information to vehicles in their vicinity. For this
reason the application defines a relevance area. The relevance
area is mapped to a geographical area, in which the communication system distributes the packet by means of multi-hop
communication. Reliable communication implies that all nodes
that are located inside the area receive the message at least
once. The inverse NCR measures if a vehicle misses or drops
the packet. For example, if 10 ve hicles are located inside the
area and two nodes miss the message, the inverse NCR would
be 20 %.
Average End-to-End Delay (E2ED): Is the duration of
time between transmitting DENMs at the source until they
arrive at the destination, averaged over all messages.
E2ED =

N
1 X
(tRx,i − tTx,i ) ,
N i=1

(3)

where N is the number of received messages in the geo-area,
tTx,i and tRx,i are the timestamps of the generated and received
DENMs, respectively. The E2ED is measured from the source
to the destination including all forwarders.
Channel Busy Ratio (CBR): The CBR describes the data
load on a wireless channel as the ratio between the fraction
of time the channel is detected to be busy, i.e., a packet
transmission is ongoing, and the fraction of time a channel
is idle (no transmission is ongoing), for a pre-defined time
interval. For example, a CBR of 0.8 means that for 80 % of
the time the channel is busy.
Data Traffic Overhead (DTO): The data traffic overhead
exhibits the number of sent frames at the PHY divided by
the number of sent DENMs at the facility layer. Compared to
CBR, the DTO considers the amount of data whereas CBR
only measures the channel state, and does not count the number
of generated messages.
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Fig. 3. Average channel busy ratio CBR (bottom) and data traffic overhead
DTO (top) over node density. DCF and EDCA reach a CBR of 1 which means
that the channel is always busy. DCC Plain and DCC Advanced converge to
the predefined CBR threshold of 0.65.
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Inverse node coverage ratio (top) and average end-to-end delay
(bottom). The inverse node coverage ratio represents the ratio of nodes in a
predefined geographic area which does not receive a packet, e.g. if the graphs
are below the dotted 1 % line, more than 99 % of nodes received the packet.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

This section describes the simulation results in terms of
channel load, reliability and latency aspects.
A. Channel Load
Figure 3 shows the data traffic overhead (top) and the
average channel busy ratio (bottom). For low densities, DCC
Plain utilizes the channel twice as much as the other algorithms
and quickly reaches the CBR threshold of 0.65. This behavior
can be explained by the malfunctioning CBF mechanism. For
higher node densities the DTO and CBR for DCF and EDCA
increase due to the growing number of sent packets. DCC
Advanced has the same behavior as DCF and EDCA up to
a node density of 25 nodes/km/lane. From this point, the
LIMERIC algorithm increases Toff and the DCC-gatekeeper
reduces the packet rate. For the whole range the average CBR
for DCC Plain and DCC Advanced is below the predefined
channel busy ratio threshold of 0.65, and the DTO remains
constant up to high node densities9 . It is worth noting that DCF
and EDCA reach a CBR of almost 1, which means that the
channel is busy at any time. In this situation it is not possible
to ensure that a, for instance, high priority message can be
sent and received.
B. Reliability and Latency
Figure 4 exhibits the inverse node coverage ratio (top)
and the end-to-end delay (bottom) over the node density,
9 Certainly, single nodes exceed CBR and the LIMERIC algorithm has to
th
react but in average CBR sticks to the threshold.

which measure the communication reliability and latency,
respectively. The inverse NCR for DCC Plain exceeds 10 %
for the lowest node density and increases rapidly to 60 %
for 20 nodes/km/lane due to the failing CBF algorithm. The
reason is that all nodes attempt to forward all received packets,
which causes a highly loaded channel (channel usage is at the
permitted threshold of 0.65, see Fig. 3) and an increase in the
DCC-gatekeeper queue size. In this queue the packets wait
for channel access, which is not granted due to the congested
channel, and therefore a huge amount of packets is discarded
once they exceed the queuing lifetime. An additional effect
of the long queuing time is that, when channel access is
granted, all packets which have exceeded the queuing lifetime
are dropped, and the packets which are shortly before their
expiration time are forwarded. This causes a very high end-toend delay of almost 20 s at 15 nodes/km/lane.
Compared to DCC Plain, the other algorithms show a
better behavior and up to 35 nodes/km/lane they are below
an inverse NCR of 1 %. When DCF reaches an E2ED of
100 ms, the CBF mechanism using DCF fails, and the inverse
NCR increases up to 60 %, whereby EDCA remains below
10 % also for highest node densities. The explanation for
the better performance of EDCA is that CAMs and DENMs
are stored in different queues with different priorities where
DENMs having a higher priority than CAMs. The analysis
of the DENM’s EDCA queue figured out (not shown in this
paper) that the queuing time for the majority of DENMs is
less than 100 ms even for high node densities, which results
in a working overhearing mechanism for CBF and much less
DTO for high node densities (see Fig. 3, top).

EDCA and DCC Advanced present the best behavior
in terms of the inverse NCR, whereas DCC Advanced is
better in the density range from 15 to 35 nodes/km/lane
and EDCA is slightly better in the density range from 35 to
50 nodes/km/lane. The reason why DCC Advanced does not
fail is that the DCC-gatekeeper flow control checks the packet
duplication list. If a packet is received a second time, it is
dropped. Thereby the overhearing works up to long queuing
times.

Plain. Compared to DCF and EDCA (without any DCC), the
E2ED is still worse, however, we expect that the presence of
the DCC functionality leaves transmission resources for the
possibility of instantaneously sent higher-priority messages.
The performance evaluation of this effect – i.e. sending highpriority messages in addition to ”normal” CAM and DENM
data traffic in saturated channel conditions – is not investigated
in this paper and is considered in future work.

The E2ED for DCC Advanced is much longer compared
to EDCA. The reason is the lower CBR threshold in DCC
Advanced where just 65 % of the time the channel is used
and the rest of the time the channel remains idle. The less
channel usage is achieved by the control of the packet rate
in the DCC-gatekeeper and therefore if less packets are sent
the channel load decreases. The disadvantage is an increasing
queue size and queuing time, which causes the long E2ED.
Thus, we can state the smaller CBR is under the cost of a
longer E2ED with an unchanging NCR.
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